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There is a great number of experimental and theoretical studies of the4He three-atomic system.
The non-symmetric system3He4He2 found comparatively little attention. We can only mention the
recent works [1]–[3] where the3He4He2 trimers were treated alongside with small4He clusters. Until
now only the bound states of the3He4He2 system have been studied numerically. There are still no
scattering calculations reported for this system.

Being a more light particle than4He, the3He atom supports no bound state with the4He counter-
part and no3He dimer exists. Thus, the3He4He2 is even a more loosely bound system than the4He
trimer. According to the hyperspherical adiabatic calculations of [1, 2] and Monte-Carlo investigation
of [3] the realistic He-He potentials such as LM2M2 [4] and TTY [5] support only one bound state of
the3He4He2 trimer with the energy of the order of 10–15 mK.

The present work [6] represents rather a first step in an extension of our numerical approach
[7]–[9] to the case of three-body systems including particles with different masses. Like in [7]–[9]
we use a hard-core version of the Faddeev differential equations and apply it to the3He4He2 three-
atomic system. Using these equations we calculate the binding energy of the3He4He2 trimer with
the LM2M2 and TTY potentials. In the nearest future we plan not only to continue our study of
the3He4He2 bound state but also to perform calculations of the scattering of a3He atom off a4He2

dimer. In [6] we only outline the method employed and report our first results for the binding energy
of the3He4He2 system.
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